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QUESTION 1

A user would like to take an image in AEM Assets and send a copy of the image to an external system. The copy of the
image that is sent must have a specific height and width. The client cannot have rendition with the dimensions
preserved in AEM. 

Assuming the external system includes a REST API that supports file uploads, which step in the workflow model will you
do after resizing the image? 

A. Apply the image profile to the folder and run the smart crop workflow. 

B. Upload the image to the external system; then, delete the rendition from the JCR. 

C. Modify the update asset workflow to delete the rendition from the JCR. 

D. Call the REST API from the external system. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A user would like to create watermarked renditions of some assets in AEM Assets. Which of the following would you
recommend as a workflow strategy that best achieves this goal? 

A. Implement a new workflow process to generate a watermarked rendition of an asset. Create a new workflow model
that includes this process, and run this workflow on the desired assets. 

B. Modify the DAM Update Asset workflow model to include the Add Watermark process. 

C. Implement a new workflow process to generate a watermarked rendition of an asset. Modify the DAM Update Asset
workflow model to include this workflow process. 

D. Create a new workflow model that includes the Add Watermark process, and run this workflow on the desired
assets. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/watermarking.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A company wants to have all generated AEM Pages from uploading InDesign files (INDD) in a specific folder. Which
change can be made to the out-of-the-box "DAM Update Asset" workflow to achieve this outcome? 

A. Add an IDS Job Process step to specify the Page root path of the generated Pages. 

B. Configure the page root path with the specific folder in the Page Extraction Step. 

C. Modify the Media Extraction step to specify the Page root path. 

D. Add a Command Line step to move the generated Pages to the specific folder. 
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Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/assets/dynamic/managingimage-
presets.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A company uploaded several images that represent products, and each product is associated with a unique SKU
number. The product owner would like the ability to search for multiple products by SKU number. What two steps must
be completed to do this? (Choose two.) 

A. Customize the Assets Admin Search rail to include a Single Property Predicate and configure the property name to
the SKU number 

B. Customize the image metadata schema and add a new Multi Value Text field for the SKU number 

C. Customize the Assets Admin Search rail to include a Multi Value Property Predicate and configure the property name
to the SKU number 

D. Customize the image metadata schema and add a new Single Line Text field for the SKU number 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/search-facets.html 

 

QUESTION 5

While an AEM instance is used to process a large amount of assets daily, the DAM update asset workflow can be
adding additional loads to the instance. Which two statements are true when setting the workflow transient? (Choose
two.) 

A. Transient workflows run in a much smaller memory footprint. 

B. The workflow processing time can be reduced up to 10%. 

C. Transient workflows can significantly reduce the repository growth. 

D. CRUD workflows will be automatically purged to improve performance. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/performance-tuningguidelines.html 

 

QUESTION 6

A user group is created to upload new Assets to AEM Assets. Tins group has the Read and Create permissions for the
path /content/dam set to Allow. The members of this group are able to browse all of the content in the DAM when they
log into AEM Assets. Members do not see the option to upload a new Asset. What should be done to resolve this
issue? 

A. The group should also have the Modify permission for /content/dam set to Allow. 
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B. The group should also have the Replicate permission for/content/dam set to Allow. 

C. The group should also have the Create permission for / set to Allow. 

D. The group should also have the Create permission for /content set to Allow. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://experienceleaguecommunities.adobe.com/t5/adobe-experience-manager/give-uploadcreate-only-
permissions-to-user-in-aem/qaq-p/313530 

 

QUESTION 7

A developer is trying to use the Assets HTTP API to programmatically create and upload a new asset. The developer
makes the following POST request but receives an error: 

POST /api/assets/beaches/* -F"name=bondibeach.png" -F"file=@best-beach.png" 

Which could have caused the operation to fail with an error code 409 Conflict? 

A. The asset \\'best-beach.png\\' already exists in the \\'beaches\\' folder. 

B. The asset \\'bondibeach.png\\' already exists in the \\'beaches\\' folder. 

C. The asset \\'bondibeach.png\\' is too large. 

D. The asset \\'best-beach.png\\' is corrupted. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/mac-api-assets.html 

 

QUESTION 8

An author plans to perform a bulk upload of content into AEM assets. In the list of assets, there are documents that are
the same but have unique file names. The author wants to use an asset duplication detection solution to find those files. 

What is the most efficient way to find duplicated files in the DAM? 

A. Create a custom OSGI event handler to handle detection duplication. 

B. Enable the Day CQ DAM Create Asset Servlet\\'s duplication detection in OSGI configurations. 

C. Install ACS AEM Commons and configure the ACS AEM Commons Assets Duplication service in OSGI
configurations. 

D. AEM Assets detects duplicated assets out of the box. No additional configuration is needed. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/duplicate-detection.html 
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QUESTION 9

The OSGi configuration of com.day.cq.dam.core.impl.mimeType.AssetUploadRestrictionHelper is as shown: 

jcr:primaryType="sling:OsgiConfig" cq.dam.allow.all.mime="{Boolean}true"/> 

A developer uploads a PDF document, a JPEG image, and an SVG file to the DAM. 

What is the result? 

A. All three assets upload. 

B. Only the JPEG and SVG files upload. The PDF file is restricted. 

C. All three assets upload but the PDF document does NOT have a generated thumbnail. 

D. Only the JPEG file uploads. The PDF and SVG files are restricted. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A developer modified the default jpeg metadata schema and removed the "Product" tab. When testing with an existing
JPEG image asset, the developer noticed that the Product tab still exists. 

What could be causing this issue? 

A. The Product tab is inherited from the parent image schema. 

B. The old metadata schema is cached by the browser. 

C. The updated schema will only be applied to new uploaded assets. 

D. Default tabs cannot be removed from the metadata schema. 

Correct Answer: D 
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